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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction to Policy and Procedures Manual 

Welcome to the University of Louisiana at Lafayette Master of Science in Athletic Training Program (MSATP) Policies 

and Procedure Manual. The information contained within this manual was developed to assist and guide the athletic 

training student during their matriculation through the Athletic Training Program. The Student Handbook and Policy 

and Procedure Manual is also intended as a source, to both students, instructors, and preceptors, to help ensure 

continuity throughout the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program. All individuals involved with the UL 

Lafayette Athletic Training Education Program are required to know and follow the policies and procedures as 

outlined in this manual. As with any written policy, the following guidelines are subject to administrative review and 

change but should act as a guideline for all Athletic Training education program personnel. It is imperative you 

realize not every situation can have a written policy in this manual and common sense with good judgment must 

prevail in situations that may and will be different from those outlined.  

Chapter 2: University of Louisiana at Lafayette Policies 

2.1 University Mission Statement  

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette offers an exceptional education informed by diverse worldviews grounded in 

tradition, heritage, and culture. We develop leaders and innovators who advance knowledge, cultivate aesthetic 

sensibility, and improve the human condition. 

2.2 University Values and Vison 

We strive to create a community of leaders and innovators in an environment that fosters a desire to advance and 
disseminate knowledge. 
We support the mission of the university by actualizing our core values: 

• Equity: striving for fair treatment and justice 

• Integrity: demonstrating character, honesty, and trustworthiness 

• Intellectual Curiosity: pursuing knowledge and appreciating its inherent value 

• Creativity: transcending established ideas 

• Tradition: acknowledging the contributions of the Acadian and Creole cultures to this region and to our 
university’s history 

• Transparency: practicing open communication and sharing information 

• Respect: demonstrating empathy and esteem for others 

• Collaboration: understanding our connection with others and working to realize synergies through 
teamwork and collegiality 

• Pluralism: believing in the inherent worth of diverse cultures and perspectives 

• Sustainability: making decisions and allocating resources to meet the needs of the present, while 
preserving resources for the future 

 

We strive to be included in the top 25% of our peer institutions by 2020, improving our national and international 

status and recognition. 

2.3 Student Code of Conduct  

The university student code of conduct can be found at the following link: 

https://studentrights.louisiana.edu/student-conduct/code-conduct 

 

https://studentrights.louisiana.edu/student-conduct/code-conduct
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2.4 Non-discrimination policy  

The MSATP follows the same Non-discrimination Policy as UL Lafayette. That statement is as follows: 

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, 

religion, sex, sexual orientation, or disability in admission to, access to, treatment in, or employment in in its 

programs and activities as required by Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Age Discrimination in 

Employment Act of 1967, Age Discrimination Act of 1975, the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title IX of the Education 

Amendments of 1972, Executive Order 11246, Section 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 402 of 

the Vietnam Era Veterans, Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974 and the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Contact the following regarding nondiscrimination policies: 

Christine Brasher 

Director of Operational Review, EEO Officer, and Title IX Coordinator 

P.O. Box 41006 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

Lafayette, LA 70504 

Martin Hall Room 309 337-482-1394 

Inquiries concerning the application of nondiscrimination policies may also be referred to the Regional Civil Rights 

Director, Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education, 1200 Main Tower Building, Suite 2260, Dallas, Texas 

75202 1-800-669- 

4000. 

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette has complied with the Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. See 

institutional policies in Rules and Regulations. 

2.5 University Attendance Policy  

Class attendance is regarded as an obligation as well as a privilege, and all students are expected to attend regularly 

and punctually all class sessions. Furthermore, if a student is absent for any reason, he or she is responsible for all 

missed assignments and material. 

Classes with 3 Class meeting Per Week (MWF): More than 3 unexcused absences in this course will be considered 

excessive. Beginning with the 4th unexcused absence, the student’s final grade will be reduced by 1 letter grade for 

each unexcused absence. For example, if a student has a 93% but 5 total unexcused absences, the final letter grade 

assigned would be a 73% =C. 

Classes with 2 Class Meetings Per Week (TR): More than 2 unexcused absences in the course will be considered 

excessive. Beginning with the 3rd unexcused absence, the student’s final grade will be reduced by 1 letter grade for 

each unexcused absence. 

Classes with 1 Class Meeting Per Week: The student will be allowed 1 unexcused absence. Beginning with the 2nd 

unexcused absence, the student’s final grade will be reduced by 1 letter grade for each unexcused absence. 

For an absence to be considered excused, it must fall within one of the following categories: 

1) death in the immediate family 

2) illness by the student requiring bed rest and documentation by a physician. 
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3) University sponsored activity 

4) Religious Holiday 

Appropriate documentation is required for each excused absence. In accordance with the 2013- 2015 

undergraduate bulletin, if a student knows of an absence in advance, documentation should be provided to the 

instructor before the absence will occur. Extended absences due to illness or other circumstances beyond the 

student’s control should be reported by the student to the Dean of Students. The Dean of Student’s will notify the 

instructor(s) of the circumstances surrounding the absence 

2.6 Counseling, Testing, and Remediation Support  

The UL Lafayette MSATP recognizes the diversity of students and their learning styles. In the event a student has 
trouble with course material or progressions, the UL Lafayette MSATP recommends the following course of action: 

1. Initiate a meeting with the instructor, preceptor, and Clinical Education Coordinator as soon as a 
problem arises. In most situations, the instructor, preceptor, or Clinical Education Coordinator may be able 
to further explain the material in a manner that the student understands or be able to recommend other 
forms of remediation or counseling. 

2. Initiate a meeting with another instructor, preceptor, or Clinical Education Coordinator who may be able 
to further explain the material in a manner that the student understands or be able to recommend other 
forms of remediation or counseling. 

The Academic Success Center (ASC) counselors and staff assist you in making a successful transition into the 
University of Louisiana Lafayette. Located at the heart of the campus in Lee Hall, the Academic Success Center is 
your best resource for academic support services. Junior Division is the classification given to all freshmen, transfer, 
and reentry students until they meet the requirements for admission into the Upper Division of their academic 
college. The goal of every freshman, reentry, and transfer student is to be accepted into the Upper Division of 
his/her college. Academic success center staff provides counselors who are knowledgeable with a variety of matters 
affecting students within junior division with services, such as: 

• Academic study skills 

• Test taking strategies 

• Tutoring for University Core Classes such as Math, English, and Sciences 

• Stress management 

Junior Division is located on campus in Lee Hall, room 115. See more at: 
http://studentsuccess.louisiana.edu/content/about-us#sthash.9W8wf3DB.dpuf 

The UL Lafayette Counseling and Testing Services, a branch of Student Affairs, is also available to all students. 
Counseling and Testing provides both academic and personal support to students and faculty. Some of the services 
provided by the UL Lafayette Counseling and Testing Services are: 

• Personal counseling (crisis intervention, short-term counseling for individuals, couples, or groups) 

• Study skills, time management, stress management 

• Anxiety 

• Alcohol and substance abuse 

• Assertiveness 

• Depression 
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• Sexual Orientation 

 Counseling and Testing is in Olivier Hall, room 212. Counseling and Testing can be reached at 482-6480 or on the 
University web page http://ull.edu/Student/Counseling/ 

2.7 College of Education Mission Statement  

The mission of the College of Education at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette is built on the three pillars of the 
academy: Teaching, Scholarship, and Service. A commitment to high standards in each of these areas enables the 
college to be responsive to community, regional, and state needs while addressing national and international 
concerns. Through teaching, scholarship, and service, the college strives to prepare outstanding teachers, 
educational leaders, and other professionals in related domains, while developing viable public and private 
partnerships which systematically improve education. This mission, being fundamental and timeless, represents the 
professional and ethical imperative of the College of Education to be attentive to the needs of contemporary college 
students and to the challenges of serving a diverse, modern society. 

2.8 Department of Kinesiology Mission Statement  

The mission of the School of Kinesiology is to develop highly skilled graduate and undergraduate students who will 
be competitive in the job market based around core experiences that consists of innovative instruction, exposure to 
cutting edge scholarship, and community engagement.  
 
Kinesiology is a program in motion. We study human movement from a wide range of perspectives, in disciplines 
such as physical education, medicine/rehabilitation, sports performance, fitness, research, and other allied health 
areas. We combine traditional classroom activities with experiential learning to ensure our students gain the 
knowledge, skills, and values they need to become professionals in health and wellness. 

 

2.9 Graduate School Appeals Process  

The Appeals Committee considers appeals from (1) applicants who have been denied admission to Graduate School, 
(2) graduate students who have become ineligible to continue (or re-enter) as a result of earning C, D, or F grades, 
falling below a 3.0 overall GPA, or failing to meet other requirements in their course of study, (3) current graduate 
students who wish to transfer credit from a non-U.S. institution, (4) graduate students requesting additional 
attempts to satisfy all or part of the comprehensive examination requirement, and (5) departments or other campus 
units that wish to offer an assistantship to a graduate student who has been admitted conditionally. The Appeals 
Committee also considers requests for (6) academic amnesty.  

The Appeals Committee meets only once per semester—Spring, Summer, and Fall—on the Friday prior to the start 
of classes. To ensure consideration, all appeal materials must be received by the Graduate School well in advance of 
this meeting. Students/prospective students are encouraged to contact the Graduate School for deadlines to submit 
appeal materials. Appeals submitted after the committee has met may not be heard until the following semester. 

Graduate-Student-Initiated Appeals 

1. For graduate students/prospective students who are denied admission or declared ineligible to re-enter/continue, 
an appeal to this committee is the only way to gain entry or reentry into the Graduate School. According to the 
Graduate Catalog, an appeal must be made in accordance with the following procedures: 

• the graduate student/prospective graduate student must present a letter of petition to the Graduate 
School outlining the reasons for appealing 

o this letter of petition should be addressed to the Committee on Graduate Student Appeals 
o this letter of petition should be sent directly to the Graduate School (send via email to 

gradschool@louisiana.edu or megan.trahan@louisiana.edu) 
o the graduate student/prospective graduate student may also include letters of recommendation 

and/or additional documentation in support of the appeal 

http://ull.edu/Student/Counseling/
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• a copy of the letter of petition will be provided by the Graduate School to the graduate coordinator for the 
program where the student/prospective student was or wishes to be 

o the graduate coordinator shall return a letter of response to the Graduate School that includes the 
decision of the program-level committee charged with responding to appeals 

o the departmental letter of response must include a justification and may recommend support for 
the appeal, support with conditions, or denial of support 

o the appeal will not be heard until this departmental letter of response is received 
o if appealing as a non-degree-seeking entree or master's +30 graduate student, a departmental 

letter of response shall not be required 

Receipt of the letter of petition shall serve as official notification to the Graduate School that an 
admission/reinstatement appeal has been initiated. 

2. Similarly, a graduate student who wishes to transfer credits earned at a non-U.S. institution: 

• must complete the “Application for Use of Transfer Graduate Credits” form and submit it to the Graduate 
School 

• must provide official transcripts from the non-U.S. institution(s) that awarded the credits 

Receipt of the completed graduate credit transfer form (with approval of the graduate coordinator) and official 
transcripts shall serve as official notification to the Graduate School that an international transfer credit appeal has 
been initiated. 

3. And, finally, a graduate student/prospective student seeking academic amnesty must provide: 

• a letter of application that sets forth the reason and justification for the amnesty request (send via email to 
megan.trahan@louisiana.edu) 

• a letter of support, with any conditions deemed necessary, from the graduate coordinator for the program 
to which the applicant is seeking admission (and endorsed by the Department Head and Dean of the 
College) 

• all other materials required for graduate admission 

Please take care to review the Amnesty Policy online at http://gradschool.louisiana.edu/node/36 (and in the 
University Catalog at https://catalog.louisiana.edu/content.php?catoid=12&navoid=3140) for the guidelines 
governing academic amnesty. 

Receipt of the letter of application shall serve as official notification to the Graduate School that an amnesty appeal 
has been initiated. 

Grade Appeals 

When a graduate student who feels that he/she has received an unfair and/or capricious final grade in a course 
initiates a grade appeal, the Graduate School is not immediately involved. Rather, the Grade Appeals Committee 
hears these appeals and the University’s “Guidelines for Appealing Unfair and/or Capricious Final Grades” governs 
this appeal process. 

Violation of the Student Code of Conduct Appeals 

When a graduate student is accused of or has been disciplined for violating any rule or regulation of the Board of 
Supervisors, the University, or its various divisions, the Graduate School is not directly involved (though notification 
is sent to the Graduate School). Rather, this process is handled by the Dean of Students and the Student Discipline 
Committee. Graduate students have the right to appeal any sanction or probation or suspension, dismissal, or 
expulsion. Information on this process can be found in the University’s “Code of Student Conduct and Appeal 
Procedures.” 

Tuition and Fee Appeals 
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When a graduate student initiates a tuition and fee appeal to request that the tuition/fee charges for a particular 
semester be removed from his/her account, again the Graduate School is not directly involved. Rather, the 
Registrar’s Office manages this process, and the appeal is considered by the University’s Fee Committee. These 
kinds of appeals may be filed for situations beyond the student’s control (e.g., medical emergencies, military 
obligations, transferring to another institution, or personal hardships). The policy and procedures governing this 
appeal process can be found online on the Office of the Registrar’s website at 

http://registrar.louisiana.edu/content/services/tuition-fee-appeals-procedure. 

Chapter 3: Master of Science in Athletic Training Academic Program  

3.1 CAATE Overview  

The purpose of the Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE) is to develop, maintain, and 

promote appropriate minimum education standards for quality for professional (entry-level) athletic training 

programs. CAATE is sponsored by the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American Academy of Pediatrics, 

the American Orthopedic Society for Sports Medicine, and the National Athletic Trainers’ Association (NATA). 

3.2 Accreditation Status  

The UL MSAT Program is currently progressing through the Self-Study and will submit in the summer of 2022 to 

CAATE. Upon a site visit during the 2022-2023 academic year, the program foresees being granted accreditation.  

3.4 MSAT Program Mission Statement  

The mission of the Master of Science in Athletic Training degree program at UL Lafayette is to prepare students for 

professional assimilation through a rigorous education process that blends a challenging academic curriculum with 

aggressive, hands-on clinical experiences. Through this process, our students will become life-long learners who 

seek answers to the changing medical environment by exploring and conducting research. Ultimately, graduates of 

the athletic training program at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette will be prepared to pass the Board of 

Certification (BOC) exam and become competent Allied Healthcare professionals for the physically active individuals 

of South Louisiana and the surrounding region. 

3.5 MSAT Program Goals and Objectives  

Through didactic and clinical experiences, students will master the knowledge and clinical competencies related to 
the core content areas on the path to a successful career as a Certified Athletic Trainer. In addition to the core 
content, program goals and objectives aim to: 

• Develop decision making and critical thinking skills in students 

• Develop effective communication skills in students 

• Encourage students to be lifelong learners 

• Prepare students to pass the BOC exam 

• Promote involvement of students in professional associations and in community service 

• Encourage significant contributions to the profession through research and service to professional 
organizations 

• Facilitate student efforts in securing a position in graduate school or in the Athletic Training setting 

 

3.6 Student Qualifications and Application Process  

To be considered for admission to the Graduate School at UL, you must: 

• Meet the general application and admission requirements for the Graduate School at UL Lafayette. 
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o The application must include three letters of recommendations written by individuals who are 
familiar with your potential ability to complete graduate work or who have supervised your work. 

o We recommend that at least one letter of three letters of recommendation required by the 
Graduate School must be from a certified athletic trainer (AT) who has supervised your 
observation hours. 

• Hold a bachelor’s degree in kinesiology or allied health-related field. 

• Demonstrate completion of pre-requisite postsecondary coursework in biology, chemistry, physics, 
anatomy and physiology, medical terminology, nutrition, and exercise physiology. Learn more about 
the pre-requisite requirements. (Appendix J) 
NOTE: Substitutions for this coursework may be considered by the program on a case-by-case basis after 
the application is submitted. 

• Have a cumulative 2.75 overall GPA or a 3.00 cumulative GPA in the last 60 credit hours including all 
transfer credit hours. 

 
In addition, to formally apply to the Master of Science in Athletic Training program the following documents must be 
submitted via emailed directly to MSATProgram@louisiana.edu in the School of Kinesiology for the MSAT program 
or completed through ATCAS: 

• Submit evidence of current First Aid and BLS CPR certification. 

• Submit evidence of completion of 100** hours of observation under a Certified Athletic Trainer 
(ATC). **Due to Covid-19 disruptions, this requirement has been reduced to 100 hours for the 2021 
application and admission term. 

o If observation hours are completed with multiple ATCs, you will be required to upload one file that 
includes separate forms from each healthcare provider.  

• Submit a current resume and statement of purpose. 

• Submit responses to the application questions. 
1. How did you hear about Athletic Training?  
2. Please explain to me what an athletic trainer is in your own words. 
3. How did you hear about our program?  
4. Why are you interested in our program at UL?  
5. What research topics are you interested in?  
6. What are your professional goals? What settings are you interested in? 

There is no GRE requirement for the Master of Science in Athletic Training program. 

Throughout the application process you may be asked to verify you immunization history with documentation, 
including the COVID-19 vaccination as well as complete a health history questionnaire.  

3.7 Reapplication Process 

Should a student not be accepted into the ATP after their initial application, they may re-apply the following 
academic cohort which begin every summer. Academically, students may choose to re-take pre-requisite courses to 
elevate their grade. Clinically, students may continue to acquire observation hours under a Certified Athletic 
Training in a multitude of settings. The re-application documents must include and updated Resume and Statement 
of purpose specifically outlining the students’ progress since initial application.  

3.8 Tuition and Fees  

University of Louisiana at Lafayette Master of 
Science in Athletic Training Tuition Fees 

Summer 1  

Tuition (6 credit hours) $3489 

Fall 1  

https://kinesiology.louisiana.edu/sites/kinesiology/files/Pre-Reqs_0.pdf
mailto:MSATProgram@louisiana.edu
https://kinesiology.louisiana.edu/sites/kinesiology/files/Application%20Questions.pdf
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Tuition (14 credit hours) $5829 

Spring 1  

Tuition (14 credit hours) $5829 

Summer 2  

Tuition (6 credit hours) $3489 

Fall 2  

Tuition (9 credit hours) 5069 

Spring 2  

Tuition (6 credit hours)/ 
(9 credit hours) 

$3489 / $5069 

 

3.9 Curriculum Sequence  

Course Sequence 

Year One      

Summer  Cr 
Hrs  

Fall  Cr Hrs  Spring  Cr 
Hrs  

KNES 551 AT Clinical I:  

Emergency Management 
3 

KNES 552 AT Clinical II: 

Prophylactic Aids 
3 

KNES 553 AT Clinical III:  

General Med & Pharm 
3 

KNES 514 Clinical Practice 
& Patient Care 

3 
KNES 558 Therapeutic 

Modalities 
4 

KNES 511 Health 

Disparities 
3 

  KNES 576 Exam of LE 
Ortho Injuries 

4 
KNES 525 Rehabilitation 

Techniques  
3 

  
KNES 501 Applied Stats 3 

KNES 578 Exam of UE 
Ortho Injuries 

4 

Total 6 Total 14 Total 14 

    Year One Total 34 

 

Year Two      

Summer  Cr 
Hrs 

Fall  Cr 
Hrs  

Spring  Cr 
Hrs  

KNES 430G Admin & 

Leadership in HC 
3 

KNES 554 AT Clinical IV 

EBP in HC 
3 

KNES 555 AT Clinical V 

Professional Practice  
3 

Plus one of the following:  
 KNES 580 Exam of Head 

and Spine Injuries 
3 

KNES 557 AT Internship 
& BOC Prep 

3 

Non-Thesis Track:  

KNES 545 Emergency 

Med for ATs 

 
3 

  KNES 517 Behavioral  

  Health in Sports 

Medicine 

 
3 

  Thesis Track: 

KNES 599 Thesis 

 

 
3 

Thesis Track:  

KNES 599 Thesis 
3 

    

Total 6 Total 9 Total (non-thesis) 6 

    Total (thesis) 9 

    Year Two Total (non-
thesis) 

21 

    Program Total (non-
thesis) 

55 
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3.10 Course Content and Course Descriptions  

KNES 551: Clinical Experience in Athletic Training I (3 credit hours). Prepares students to administer pre-hospital 

care for patients of all demographics. Will focus on emergency assessment and management of providing critical 

care to emergency medical situations, emergency action plans, ambulatory aids, plan of care, and interprofessional 

development. 

KNES 552: Clinical Experience in Athletic Training II (3 credit hours). Select, fabricate, and/or customize prophylactic 

braces, devices, or materials. Will include competency-based skills related to taping, bracing, splinting, protective 

padding, protective equipment, casting, durable medical equipment, and orthotic devices. 

KNES 553: Clinical Experience in Athletic Training III (3 credit hours). Educational experiences in varied athletic 

training settings while caring for varying demographics. Competency-based skills related to general medical 

conditions; surgical interventions; recognition and referral skills related to systemic diseases, behavioral health 

conditions, and co-morbidities; pharmacological agents; working with other healthcare providers; educating 

patients; and determining a plan of care. 

KNES 554: Clinical Experience in Athletic Training IV (3 credit hours). Provide students with knowledge of how to use 

evidence-based medicine in the clinical setting. Focus on developing PCIO questions, conducting a literature review, 

integrating research into clinical practice, assessing integrated practices to modify plan of care, decision making 

based off EBP, components of EBP, and IOM's Core Competencies for the healthcare provider. 

KNES 555: Clinical Experience in Athletic Training V (3 credit hours). Focus on professionalism and critical thinking 

skills as a medical provider. Topics will include state licensure, national certification, professional socialization, 

ethics, assessment of professional competence, development of goals, and advocating for athletic training.  

KNES 557: Athletic Training Clinical Immersion (3 credit hours). Immersive clinical experience for athletic training 

students. Students will participate in the totality of care provided by an athletic trainer by immersing in the clinical 

field with an approved preceptor. During this class, students will, also, focus on preparing for their Board of 

Certification (BOC) examination. 

KNES 430G: Administration and Leadership in Healthcare (3 credit hours). Administrative concepts and leadership 

strategies for those who work in healthcare facilities and provide medical services to the public. Topics covered 

include facilities design, budgetary procedures, management techniques, insurance and reimbursement, quality 

improvement, and healthcare informatics. 

KNES 514: Clinical Practice and Patient Care. Introduction course to clinical experiences and patient assessment. 

Designed to give students knowledge and skills in conducting a medical history and pre-participation physical 

examination, patient observation, anatomy and palpation skills, injury testing, creating a plan of care, and 

performing injury documentation on patients of all ages, cultures, socioeconomic backgrounds, and abilities. 

KNES 517: Behavioral Health in Sports Medicine (3 credit hours). Learn to identify patients with behavioral health 

conditions to refer and collaborate with other healthcare professions. Focus on educating patient and public about 

conditions, supporting patients, assisting with patient compliance, and incorporating psychosocial techniques. 

KNES 525: Rehabilitation Techniques in Sports Medicine (4 credit hours). Evidence-based concepts, principles, 

techniques, clinical assessment and application, documentation skills, creating/assessing/modifying care plans, and 

progression of therapeutic exercise for patients across the lifespan to remediate musculoskeletal and neurological 

dysfunction.  

KNES 558: Therapeutic Modalities (4 credit hours). Theory, principles, physiological effects, and comprehension of 

various therapeutic modalities effectiveness using a problem-solving approach. Course will, also, show students how 

to select and incorporate interventions based on evidence-based practice that will align with the patient's care plan. 
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KNES 576: Evidence-Based Examination of Lower Body Orthopedic Injuries in Athletics (4 credit hours). Examination 

procedures for on and off field clinical evaluation assessment and diagnosis of lower body orthopedic injuries. Focus 

will be on evidence-based examination techniques, clinical skills and testing, protocols, referrals to healthcare 

providers, diagnostic and imaging testing, and care plans. 

KNES 578: Evidence-Based Examination of Upper Body Orthopedic Injuries in Athletics (4 credit hours). Examination 

procedures for on and off field clinical evaluation assessment and diagnosis of upper body orthopedic injuries. Focus 

will be on evidence-based examination techniques, clinical skills and testing, protocols, referrals to healthcare 

providers, diagnostic and imaging testing, and care plans. 

KNES 580: Evidence-Based Examination of Head and Spine Injuries (3 credit hours). Examination procedures for on 

and off field clinical evaluation assessment and diagnosis of head and spine orthopedic injuries. Focus will be on 

evidence-based examination techniques; clinical skills and testing; protocols; concussion/brain trauma assessment, 

management, and guidelines, referrals to healthcare providers; diagnostic and imaging testing; and care plans. 

KNES 501: Applied Statistics in Kinesiology (3 credit hours). Applied statistics using parametric and non-parametric 

analyses, including computer applications, hypothesis testing, data entry, file configuration, selection and use of 

statistical methodologies and interpretation of output.  

KNES 511: Health Disparities (3 credit hours). Geographical, socio-cultural, political, biological, and economic 

influences on disparities in health and well-being. Disease burden, health care, environment, and other factors that 

contribute to poor community health status in the U.S. and internationally will be examined. 

KNES 545: Emergency Medicine for Athletic Trainers (3 credit hours). Students will learn pre-hospital assessment, 

management, and referral process for patients of all populations experiencing traumatic and/or life-threatening 

injuries and illnesses. Upon successful completion of this course, student will be eligible to sit for the Emergency 

Medical Technician (basic) or Emergency Medical Responder licensure examination. Student must possess current 

BLS certification card.   

KNES 599: Thesis Research and Thesis (6 credit hours). 

3.11 Faculty  

Core Faculty 
Aimee Gros, EdD, LAT, ATC  
Program Director  
Bourgeois Hall 125-A 
Aimee.gros@louisiana.edu  

 

Allison Smith, PhD, LAT, ATC  
Clinical Education Coordinator  
Bourgeois Hall 127-B 
Allison.smith@louisiana.edu  

 

Additional Faculty 
Jeremy Foreman, PhD 
Kinesiology Associate Professor, Graduate School 
Coordinator 
Bourgeois Hall 109A 
Jeremy.foreman@louisiana.edu 

 

Susan Lyman, PhD, CHES 
Health Professor, Distance Learning Coordinator 
Susan.lyman@louisiana.edu 

 

 

3.12 Probation and Dismissal  

A student who drops below the 2.75 GPA requirement will be placed on academic probation for one semester. If the 

student does not obtain the 2.75 requirement during any subsequent semester, he or she will be recommended to 

the Head of the School of Kinesiology for dismissal from the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program.  

mailto:Aimee.gros@louisiana.edu
mailto:Allison.smith@louisiana.edu
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If a student receives a grade of a “C” in a core athletic training course, they will be placed on academic probation for 

the remainder of their time in the program. If a student receives a second “C” or a grade of “D” or “F” in a core 

athletic training course, he or she will be recommended to the Head of the School of Kinesiology for dismissal from 

the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program. 

Notification of dismissal from the program will be sent to the student by the Program Director or the Clinical 

Education Coordinator. The student must petition, in writing, the Athletic Training Education Committee for 

consideration for readmission to the MSAT Program. The written request must be received no later than two weeks 

following the notification of dismissal. The following criteria are considered when reviewing applications for 

readmission: 

1. The student’s standing in both academic and clinical courses prior to withdrawal from the athletic training 

program. 

2. The student’s GPA. 

3. The availability of space in the program. 

A second violation of the minimum GPA requirement will be cause for immediate dismissal from the UL Lafayette 

MSAT Program. 

A student in violation of any article of the UL Lafayette Code of Student Conduct will be referred to the Office of the 

Dean of Students, with penalties ranging from University Probation to Dismissal from the University. 

A student violating the NATA Code of Ethics, Louisiana Athletic Training Law, UL Lafayette Code of Student Conduct, 

Confidentiality of Medical Information, and any other policies detailed in this policies and procedure handbook, may 

be subject to disciplinary action from the MSAT Program. 

1. Initial disciplinary action can include any of the following: 

2. Issuance a grade of zero for the assignment during which the offense occurred. 

3. Formal warning and counseling by an AT Program faculty member. 

4. Incident Documentation form and counseling by Preceptor. 

Secondary disciplinary action will result in a formal probationary period and can include any of the following: 

1. Any offense of a student who has been formally warning and counseled by an AT Program faculty member. 

2. Initial incident documentation form and counseling by AT Program faculty member or Preceptor if 

warranted by the situation. 

3. Any subsequent incident documentation forms and counseling by AT Program faculty member Preceptor. 

4. Recommendation for formal dismissal from the AT Program by the Athletic Training Education Committee 

as a result of the following: 

5. Any offense (related to a previous incident or any other violation of the policy and procedure manual) of a 

student who is formally on probation. 

3.13 MSAT Program Grievance and Appeal Process  

Disagreement and conflict are inevitable when dealing with a large and diverse group of individuals. In dealing with 

these situations, you are reminded to act in a mature, professional, and ethical manner. Below are several 

recommendations that may assist you in confronting these situations in a positive manner: 

• Never try to settle a disagreement if either one or both of the parties involved are emotionally heated. 

Allow a cooling off period. 

• Be proactive in problem solving, do not allow small problems or situations to escalate and become more 

difficult to resolve. 
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• Don’t make assumptions. If you do not clearly understand assignments or requests, ask for immediate 

clarification. Lack of effective communication is the root of many situations. 

• Attempt to resolve the problem directly with the person(s) with which the problem has occurred. 

Circumventing the source of the problem not only does NOT resolve the problem, but it also usually 

inflames the situation. 

The following is the chain of resolution for grievances and appeals of academic and disciplinary action within the UL 

Lafayette AT Program. All members of the UL Lafayette AT Program are expected to follow this chain of resolution in 

order: 

1. Attempt to resolve the problem directly with the student, instructor, Preceptor, or other individual directly. 

2. File a written letter of grievance or appeal, detailing relevant facts of the situation, with the Athletic 

Training Education Committee. 

3. Consultation with the Head of the School of Kinesiology 

4. Consultation with Dean of the College of Education 

If a situation is outside the scope of the UL Lafayette AT Program, all appeals and grievances will then follow 

standard University procedures detailed in the UL Code of Student Conduct in section III-e of this handbook. 

3.14 Program Associated Cost  

University of Louisiana at Lafayette Master of Science in Athletic Training Program Fees 

Clinical Class and Lab Fee  $20 each (total of 6 courses) = $160 

ATrack  $90 for lifetime access 

ACES workshop (in person/virtual)  $195 /$215 

NATA membership  $119 annually  

BOC Exam Fee $350 / exam  

LA Licensure Fees  $125  

LA Licensure Background Check Fee $46.25 

Additional Program Fees 

Clothing: Students are encouraged to wear UL apparel to clinical sites. Students will be provided with attire but 
may need to purchase additional items to wear to clinical sites.  

Transportation: Students are responsible for their own transportation (i.e., car maintenance, gas, etc.) to and 
from class and to and from clinicals.  

Textbooks: Each course may have a textbook associated with the course. Students will need to purchase (buy or 
rent) the textbook to be prepared for class.  

 

3.15 MSAT Learning Lab  

The UL Lafayette AT Program learning lab is located inside the Athletic Training Classroom(142-B) in Room 141-B. 

The lab is available only to Athletic Training Students who have been admitted to the UL Lafayette AT Program. 

The UL AT Program learning lab will be made available during regular school hours, 8am-5pm. To access the UL 

Lafayette AT Program, the ATS must request access from a member of the Athletic Training Faculty. The lab may be 

accessed at alternative times with prior permission from an Athletic Training Faculty member. 

General Policies: 

• The MSAT Program learning lab is available only for athletic training students 

• The MSAT Program learning lab is for athletic training education and courses only, please use the KNES 

computer for all other non-athletic training coursework and assignments 

• No food or beverage is allowed in the lab 
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• Please sign in on the clip board next to the computer EVERY time you utilize the MSAT Program Learning 

Lab 

• MSAT students may NOT utilize therapeutic modalities unless directly supervised by AT or Preceptor. 

• Software programs and videos are NOT to be removed from the MSAT Program lab under any 

circumstances 

• Due to the small size of the learning lab, please restrict time on the computer and TV/VCR to 1.5 hours, 

especially if other students are waiting to use the same equipment. 

• Use caution when utilizing MSAT Program learning lab equipment, the equipment in this lab is expensive 

and may be difficult to replace 

• No horse-playing or loud and belligerent behavior; classrooms are immediately adjacent to the learning lab 

• MSAT students found to violate the general policies of the learning lab can lose learning lab privileges and 

depending on the nature of the offense, can be referred to the Athletic Training Education Committee for 

disciplinary action. 

• An ATS found to have caused damages to MSAT Program learning lab equipment from inappropriate use or 

intentional destruction, will lose their privileges of AT Program learning lab access and will be held 

financially responsible for all damages. Furthermore, additional disciplinary action may be taken by the 

Athletic Training Education Committee. 

3.16 UL Lafayette Sports Medicine Association  

The purpose of the Sports Medicine Association (SMA) is to promote the involvement of Kinesiology students with 

their state, regional, and national organizations. The organization also offers the opportunity to enhance 

relationships between students and faculty in the School of Kinesiology and to provide social and academic learning 

opportunities outside of class. MSAT students are not required to be members of this club. Executive committee 

positions will be filled on a needed/on going basis.  

Membership to the SMA requires a $10 per semester membership fee. These fees will help support the SMA 

functions. Although membership consists mostly of athletic training students; membership is open to all Kinesiology 

students. For students interested in joining the Sports Medicine Association, or for more information contact any AT 

faculty member. 

3.17 Social Media Policy  

The following are guidelines for members of the University of Louisiana at Lafayette Master of Science in Athletic 

Training Program who participate in social media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Google+, etc).  

These guidelines apply whether individuals are posting to their own sites or commenting on other sites: 

1) Follow all applicable UL and UL MSAT Program policies. For example, you must maintain patient privacy. 

Among the policies most pertinent to this discussion are those concerning patient  

confidentiality, university affairs, mutual respect, photography and video, and release of patient  

information to media. 

2) Write in the first person. Where your connection to UL and UL MSAT Program is apparent, make it clear 

that you are speaking for yourself and not on behalf of UL or UL MSAT Program. In those circumstances, 

you should include this disclaimer: “The views expressed on this [blog; website] are my own and do not 

reflect the views of UL or UL MSAT Program.” Consider adding this language in an “About me” section of 

your blog or social media profile. 

3) If you identify your affiliation to UL or UL MSAT Program, your social media activities should be  
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consistent with UL and UL MSAT Program’s high standards of professional conduct. 

4) If you communicate in the public internet about UL or UL MSAT Program-related matters, you must 

disclose your connection with UL or UL MSAT Program and your role at UL or UL MSAT Program. 

5) Be professional, use good judgment and be accurate and honest in your communications, errors, 

omissions or unprofessional language or behavior reflect poorly on UL or UL MSAT Program, and may result 

in liability for you, UL, or UL MSAT Program. Be respectful and professional to fellow students, faculty, staff, 

clinical affiliations, business partners, competitors, and patients 

Chapter 4: Master of Science in Athletic Training Clinical Education  

4.1 Clinical Education vs First Responder Guidelines  

The following guidelines delineate the role of a Master of Science in Athletic Training student. As a student in the UL 

Lafayette MSAT Program, you are expected to conduct yourself in accordance with these guidelines during any 

clinical experience. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Direct Supervision (Clinical Experience): Direct Supervision is defined as the constant visual and auditory interaction 

between athletic training student and Preceptor when a specific clinical skill or proficiency is being evaluated for 

course credit 

Supervision (Field Experience): Supervision is defined as a clinical experience that involves daily personal/verbal at 

the setting between the athletic training student and Preceptor, ATC, LAT, or other supervising allied health care 

professional.  

Unsupervised (First Responder): Any clinical experience in which the ATS is acting without the presence of a 

Preceptor, ATC, LAT, or other allied health care professional 

SUPERVISED EXPERIENCES: 

Acceptable Services: A Master of Science in Athletic Training student acting under the supervision of a Preceptor, 

ATC, LAT or other allied health care professional may: 

• Provide all athletic training services that have been presented within a previous or concurrent academic 

course and/or successfully evaluated in “Competencies in Athletic Training” for proficiency 

• Write progress notes recording actions of care 

UNSUPERVISED EXPERIENCES: 

Acceptable Services: The role of a Master of Science in Athletic Training student acting without the supervision of a 

Preceptor, ATC, LAT or other allied healthcare professional is limited to that of the skills of a First Aider/First 

Responder, including: 

1. Application of all first-aid skills for the treatment of acute injuries including. 

• RICE 

• Blister/wound care 

• Wrapping (Use of elastic wraps to prevent injury and control swelling) 

• Application of all CPR related skills 
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First Aid skill occur on the students own time while not overseen by a program affiliated preceptor. Actions of a first 

aid skill fall under the Good Samaritan law. Actions that a ATD completes while acting as a first aider are not covered 

under the student liability insurance provided by UL.  

Unacceptable Services: 

An athletic training student may not provide any service that is not identified in the “Acceptable Services” section of 

the guidelines for clinical experience without prior written/verbal instruction, consent, and/or guidance by the 

supervising Preceptor, ATC, LAT or other allied healthcare professional. This includes, but is not limited to the 

following: 

• Initiate, change, or progress a rehabilitation plan 

• Conduct a full, new evaluation of an injury 

4.2 Confidentiality of Medical Information  

The UL Lafayette MSAT Program requires all MSAT students to respect and comply with confidentiality of a patient’s 

personal and medical information. Throughout the course of the clinical education process, students will be exposed 

to a significant amount of personal and medical information as it regards to the treatment of patients. 

The student should exercise caution in using Personally Identifiable Health Information (PIH). PIH includes name, 

Social Security number, insurance information, phone number, address, prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment. PIH 

should be used only as it directly relates to managing the care of the patient. 

Legislation by the Federal Government, HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), further governs 

the handling and use of PIH, see Policies and Procedures section IV(h). 

Discussion and sharing of clinical experiences are encouraged and beneficial to the overall educational experience. 

However, when discussing clinical experiences, refrain from using any specific and personal information (PIH) that 

may identify a particular patient or athlete. 

Students found guilty of breaking patient confidentiality will be referred to the Master of Science in Athletic Training 

Education Committee for disciplinary action, including possible probation or dismissal from the program. If a student 

is found guilty of intentionally divulging PIH for personal gain or with the intent to embarrass or coerce a patient, 

the MSAT student will be immediately dismissed from the MSAT Program and referred to the UL Lafayette Dean of 

Students for further disciplinary action. 

4.3 Clinical Site Confidentiality  

Through the matriculation through the UL Lafayette MSAT Program, students will be exposed to a variety of clinical 

education settings, management styles, and business practices. During these experiences, students may be exposed 

to sensitive operational procedures and business practices of individual clinics and athletic training rooms. This 

information may include, but is not limited to, budgeting, staff salaries, staffing numbers, planning, or specific 

treatment protocols. 

The UL MSAT Program requires MSAT students to refrain from sharing of potentially sensitive information as they 

move from one clinical experience to another. If the MSAT student is uncertain about sharing specific information, 

then the MSAT student should refrain from commenting. A student guilty of divulging sensitive information may be 

referred to the Master of Science in Athletic Training Education Committee for review and possible disciplinary 

action. 
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4.4 Clinical Education Requirements 

Students must demonstrate a willingness to complete the clinical assignments necessary for BOC Certification. To 
assure proper progress in accruing clinical experiences, the ATS must complete the outlined minimal clinical 
requirements to continue normal progress in the program: 

First Year Fall: One clinical placement at UL Athletics, Local High school/Clinic, or other preceptor 
supervised off campus location.  

First Year Spring: One clinical placement at UL Athletics, Local High school/Clinic, or other preceptor 
supervised off campus location. 

Second Year Fall: One clinical placement at UL Athletics, Local High school/Clinic, or other preceptor 
supervised off campus location. 

Second Year Spring: Immersive experience 

4.5 Employment during Clinical Experiences  

MSAT students should expect a considerable time commitment at each of their clinical site placements. Students 
are expected to follow the schedule determined by their preceptor at their assigned clinical site. It is the 
responsibility of the student to discuss the schedule with their preceptor prior to the official start of their clinical 
experience. Any outside employment schedules must not conflict with clinical expectations or requirements.  

It is heavily encouraged to not have outside employment during the immersive clinical experience.  

4.6 Travel during Clinical Experiences 

MSAT students are to abide by the respective rules of their assigned varsity sport when traveling on a  

road trip with their assigned clinical rotation. They should be ready to go if requested by a staff athletic trainer  

to accompany him/her on a trip. Athletic training students are to adhere to all travel regulations that apply to  

that team (i.e., dress code, appearance, departure times).  

If an opportunity arises for a MSAT student to travel as part of their clinical experience, they should communicate 
with the Clinical Education Coordinator prior to the travel taking place. If the opportunity to travel will force the 
student to miss class, they should communicate with all professors and the student is responsible for all material 
of that specific class.  

During travel for clinical experiences, students should report hours towards their clinical education hours if: 

• The student is completing athletic training specific tasks under the supervision of a preceptor. This 
includes pre-practice pre, official practices, games, treatment times.  

Students should not report hours for the following 

• Bus/airplane travel time 

• Leisure time at the hotel  

• Team activities that do not include athletic training services 
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4.7 First aid and CPR Certification Requirements  

Students formally admitted to the UL Lafayette MSAT Program must possess and maintain current First Aid and CPR 

certifications throughout their tenure in the UL Lafayette MSAT Program. If an ATS is not directly supervised, First 

Aid and CPR certifications allow the ATS to provide appropriate care. Acceptable credentialing agencies for First Aid 

and CPR are the National Safety Council, American Red Cross, and American Heart Association. 

The UL Lafayette MSAT Program will offer the above courses on a limited basis. The UL Lafayette MSAT Program will 

make a concerted effort to provide ATS with advanced notification of upcoming first aid and/or CPR courses to allow 

as many ATS as possible to attend. However, it is ultimately the responsibility of the ATS to maintain current First Aid 

and CPR certifications. 

Students enrolled in Clinical Classes will be unable to attend clinical placement until the student has current First Aid 

and CPR certifications. 

4.8 OHSA Bloodborne Pathogens Training Requirements  

The Master of Athletic Training Students are required to obtain approved training in OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens.. 

Students are required to maintain Bloodborne pathogens training, which to be administered in KNES 551 and KNES 

554.. 

Additional opportunities for Bloodborne pathogen training are available through the UL Lafayette Safety 

Department. For more information on the UL Lafayette Department of Health and Safety training courses, please 

contact: 

Joey Pons, IV, Director Parker Hall 

P.O. Box 43210 Lafayette, LA 70504-3210  

Phone: 337/482-5357 

E-mail: safetyman@louisiana.edu 

Or go to the UL Department of Health and Safety Web Page, scroll down towards the bottom of the page, and click 

on “Safety Training” for a list of current courses being administered: 

http://safety.louisiana.edu/Training/index.shtml 

4.9 Immersive Experience Requirements 

As a requirement for CAATE, students completing the Master of Science in Athletic Training Degree at the University 

of Louisiana at Lafayette will complete an Immersive clinical experience during their final spring semester. 

Immersive clinical sites will be completed in the 1st 8 weeks of the final spring semester. Immersive experiences can 

be completed in any setting and in any location.  

ATS should adhere to the following guidelines: 

• Students will be responsible for finding, contacting, and arranging their immersive clinical site.  

• Students will need to formally submit their prospective immersive clinical site to the MSAT Faculty by no 

later than Thanksgiving break of the second fall semester.  

• All potential preceptors must be approved by the MSAT faculty and under preceptor training prior to 

students beginning clinical hours.  

• All preceptors must be currently certified athletic trainers and be willing to provided their BOC 

documentation and state licensure as well as additional documentation per CAATE.  
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• All immersive clinical sites must agree to a minimum of 25 hours of clinical experience per week. This is a 

true immersive experience so the student should prepare to be at their clinical site whenever their 

preceptor is.  

• In the event that a student is unable to document a minimum of 25 hours of clinical experience for any 

week during their 8 week experience, the student may need to find an additional clinical site to supplement 

the immersive experience.  

• All immersive clinical sites must have a signed affiliated site agreement with UL on file prior to the student 

beginning clinical hours.  

• Students will have scheduled weekly check ins with a member of the MSAT core faculty. 

4.10 Clinical Education Policy  

Along with the required course work each semester throughout the Master of Science in Athletic Training 
curriculum, each student will be required to submit the documents related to their individual clinical experience.  

Each student will be evaluated on his or her respective clinical placement. Each evaluation is divided by year in the 
program; therefore, each student will only be graded on the courses they have had to date. The complete 
evaluation process includes: 

1. Learning contract: (Appendix H) 
2. Mid-season Clinical Education Evaluation: (Appendix I) 
3. Final Clinical Education Evaluation: (Appendix J) 

Grading Scale  

A = 90 -100%, B = 80 -89.99%, C = 70 -79.99%, D = 60 -69.99%, F =   0 -59.99% 

 *Any student receiving a grade below 70% will need to repeat that clinical assignment. Therefore, the 
clinical assignment where any student receives a grade below 70% will not count toward the required clinical 
rotations of the degree. 

4.11 Clinical Integration Scenarios Overview  

Each semester ATS will be asked to complete real-time skills at their clinical site which will include a variety of areas 
of practice. Students should coordinate with their individual preceptors for these real-time skills to evaluated 
through the Clinical Integrated Scenario Sheets. (Appendix N) At the conclusion of the evaluations, students and 
preceptors should each prepare a short-written synopsis of how the encounter went. Soon after the encounter, the 
student and preceptor should meet to debrief over the encounter and discuss a plan of action for future 
encounters. Students will need to turn in the Clinical Integrated Scenario sheet by the final day of classes for the 
semester.   

4.12 Guidelines for Performing Clinical Integration Scenarios 

Preceptors should utilize the Clinical Integration Scenario Sheet for the appropriate encounter the student will be 
performing. Preceptors should witness the real-time student/patient encounter and at the conclusion, promptly 
complete the Scenario sheet and provided written feedback (strengths and areas of improvement) for the student. 
After a debrief occurs where student and preceptor have discussed the encounter, both should sign and date the 
sheet. It is the student’s responsibility to complete the specific encounters outlined in specific courses each 
semester, schedule real-time encounters with preceptors, debrief and collect signed scenario sheets, and submit 
the scenario sheet(s) to the specific course by the end of the semester. Students are allowed to complete as many 
Clinical Integration Scenarios that they deem necessary in any given semester. 
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4.13 Clinical Education Hour Requirements  

The minimum number of hours required in each clinical rotation is 180 hours. Length of time and number of hours 

will be determined by the experience that the student is receiving as well as the skill development that is occurring 

throughout the respective clinical rotations. Each Preceptor has the right to extend the length of the clinical rotation 

that was determined in the learning contract. 

4.14 Placement Criteria for Clinical Education Placements  

The following criteria will be used in determining clinical experience placement within the Master of Science in 

Athletic Training Program. 

• Academic performance  

• Clinical placement requirements per CAATE 

• ATS’ professionalism  

All ATS will be assigned an equipment intensive sport (i.e., football), a college setting, and a high school setting at 

some point throughout the curriculum.  Clinical education placements will also include male and female sports, high 

and low risk sports, upper extremity focused sports, lower extremity focused sports, and general medical 

experiences. Clinical site placements may include being at UL Athletics or off campus sites.   

4.15 Disciplinary Actions 

A student violating the NATA Code of Ethics, Louisiana Athletic Training Law, UL Lafayette Code of Student Conduct, 

Confidentiality of Medical Information, and any other policies detailed in this policies and procedure handbook, may 

be subject to disciplinary action from the MSAT Program. 

Initial disciplinary action can include any of the following: 

• Issuance a grade of zero for the assignment during which the offense occurred. 

• Formal warning and counseling by an MSAT Program faculty member. 

• Incident Documentation form and counseling by Preceptor. 

Secondary disciplinary action will result in a formal probationary period and can include any of the following: 

• Any offense of a student who has been formally warning and counseled by an MSAT Program faculty 

member. 

• Initial incident documentation form and counseling by MSAT Program faculty member or Preceptor if 

warranted by the situation. 

• Any subsequent incident documentation forms and counseling by MSAT Program 

4.16 Liability Insurance for Clinical Experiences  

The University of Louisiana System does provide a blanket liability insurance policy for those students currently 

enrolled in a clinical experience class (KNES 552,553,554,557). Again, this policy is only for those AT students 

enrolled in a clinical experience class and only while completing official clinical course hours for the clinical 

experience class. A certificate of liability insurance coverage is on file in the UL Lafayette AT Program Clinical 

Coordinators office and a copy has been provided to each company and school utilized by the UL Lafayette AT 

Program. 

Students not officially completing clinical experience course hours are not covered under the terms of this insurance 

policy. AT students not enrolled in a clinical class or who are not officially logging hours for a clinical course, fall 
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under the terms and guidelines for providing service work (see appendix, section IV-e of the Policies and Procedures 

Manual), which again, is not covered by the liability insurance policy. 

Several insurance companies do provide reasonable liability insurance coverage for athletic training students, 

particularly when not meeting the coverage guidelines by the UL System. More information about this subject can 

be found on the NATA web site or by contacting Healthcare Providers Service Organization (HPSO). There are two 

web links to HPSO: 

http://www.hpso.com or 

http://www.hpso.com/students/stucovm3.php3?state=Louisiana&megaVersion=3 

4.17 Athletic Training Student Relationships 

The AT student comes in contact with other members of the Athletic Department and the public quite often. It is helpful to know 

the limits of this contact in order that some unfortunate circumstances can be avoided. Following are brief guidelines to use in 

dealing with others during your assigned activities. 

Athletic Training Students to Faculty and Staff Athletic Trainers: The staff athletic trainer is the ultimate authority in the 

athletic training facility. The staff athletic trainers' orders/requests are to be carried out as promptly as possible and not to be 

passed to subordinates. It is perfectly acceptable to ask questions of a staff athletic trainer about anything pertinent. Ask, do not 

challenge, in front of patients/athletes. If there are any grievances, they are to be directed to the Staff Athletic Trainer, Head 

Athletic Trainer, or Director of Athletic Training and Sports Medicine where the appropriate course of action will be decided 

upon. The Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainers are members of the staff. 

Athletic Training Students to Team Physicians: The medical director or team physicians are the ultimate medical authority at 

the University. Always follow the physician’s directions explicitly. Whenever you are accompanying a student athlete to an on-site 

visit with a physician, always accompany the student athlete into the examination, be attentive, and be able to inform the 

athletic training staff on the status of the student athlete or their injury. Remember, these physicians are extremely busy, they 

may run behind schedule or seem abrupt at times, but they are vital to the performance of our jobs and should be always treated 

with respect. 

Athletic Training Students to Athletic Director: The Athletic Director has the ultimate responsibility for all aspects of the 

athletic program and reports directly to the University president. If the Athletic Director asks you a question about an athlete or 

their injury, refer the Athletic Director to the staff athletic trainer. 

Athletic Training Students to Coaches: The Head Athletic Trainer is ultimately responsible for reporting injuries or the status 

of student athletes to the respective coach. If a coach asks you a question about an athlete or their injury, answer it to the best of 

your knowledge, do not speculate. If a question remains, refer the coach to the staff athletic trainer. Adhere to the coach’s rules 

as though you were a member of the team; avoid giving the appearance of having special privileges. 

Athletic Training Students to Athletes/Patients: Treat each athlete the same, with respect. Do not discuss an athlete’s injury 

with another athlete or friend. Refer the athlete to a staff athletic trainer if he/she has a question that you cannot answer. Do not 

speculate. Avoid close personal relationships with athletes; it could put you in a compromising situation. If any problems arise 

with an athlete, refer the problem to a staff athletic trainer or the athlete’s coach. Do not provide an alibi for athletes. Do not 

issue special favors. 

Athletic Training Student to Athletic Training Student: Treat one another with respect and with a professional attitude. 

Share the work as assigned, and always do your part. Be fair with those students under you. Be constructive in your criticism and 

helpful in your comments. Refer confrontations and problems to a staff athletic trainer. Always attempt to challenge each other to 

grow in skill and knowledge attainment. 

Athletic Training Student to the Public and Media: Present yourself with conduct and manner becoming to an allied health 

care professional. Be courteous. Refrain from arguments regarding athletes, athletics, coaches or teams. Do not be the "inside 

source" for your friends or the media. Remember that you signed a Confidentiality Statement. Avoid making statements 

concerning the status of an injured athlete; refer them to one of the staff athletic trainers. 
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4.18 Clinical Site Dress Code  

Clothing and appearance during clinical experiences should project a professional image. AT students are required 

to wear black or khaki shorts or slacks and an approved shirt. An approved shirt includes an Athletic Training 

Program T-shirt on non-game days and an Athletic Training Education Program Polo shirt on game days. 

Shorts must be at least 1 inch past the fingertips when hands are at the sides and shoulders relaxed (a minimum of a 

5-inch inseam). Khaki pants should be a relaxed and comfortable fit, making it possible to move around and work. 

No hats are to be worn inside during a clinical rotation. A UL Lafayette hat or one displaying the affiliated sites logo 

may be worn outside of a building, if deemed acceptable by the preceptor. In some sports it is customary to wear 

business casual attire (slacks and a collared shirt) when obtaining clinical experience hours on game days. Any other 

specific attire requirement, such as covering tattoos or removal of piercings, will be up to the discretion of the 

Preceptor. Otherwise, the students are expected to dress appropriately according to UL-Lafayette student handbook 

guidelines: 

• No cutoffs, skirts, or dresses. 

• No tank tops, sleeveless/collarless shirts/blouses 

• V-neck shirts/blouses are allowed, but must not be revealing 

• All shirts/blouses must be tucked into the slacks/shorts. 

• No clothing from other colleges/universities, or clothing that has any unacceptable 

graphic/language/connotations. 

It is the student's responsibility to wear approved clothing (AT Program shirts and other attire that met the 

guidelines) during assigned clinical rotation hours. The preceptor has the discretion to ask the student to leave an 

observation and change from clothing that is deemed unacceptable. 

The ATS should also be prepared with appropriate clothing and apparel in the event of inclement weather. If the 

weather is deemed safe for practice and play, the ATS should continue with the clinical experience hours.  

All MSAT Program members will be provided with a nametag to be worn in all clinical education experiences. 

Athletic training students will not be allowed to participate in clinical education experiences without an AT Program 

issued nametag. Replacement nametags will be available to students for $10.00. 

4.19 Communicable Disease Policy  

DEFINED: a disease that may be transmitted directly or indirectly from one individual to another. 

 The UL Lafayette MSAT Program wishes to ensure a healthy and safe environment for all students, faculty 

members, Preceptor, and their respective patient/athletes. Therefore, in the event that an MSAT Program student 

contracts a communicable disease that could jeopardize other students, faculty, Preceptor, and/or patient/athletes, 

the MSAT Program student should: 

1. Seek immediate medical attention for formal evaluation. Also, inform the attending physician that you are a 

student in an Allied Health Program and discuss if you should be restricted from interaction at clinical sites or with 

other students. 

2. The student should have written documentation from the attending physician in regard to your ability to continue 

with classes and clinical rotations or if any restrictions are required. 

3. The student should contact their respective instructor or the MSAT Program Director and/or the Clinical 

Education Coordinator immediately following evaluation and consultation with a physician to discuss the MSAT 

Program student’s status. 
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4. In the event of prolonged illness from communicable disease, the MSAT Program student should be in contact 

with the UL Lafayette Dean of Students to appropriately document and remediate the situation, as per the UL 

Lafayette Code of Student Conduct. 

As long as a MSAT Program student is deemed to be contagious by a physician, that student will not be allowed to 

attend clinical rotations. By the student contacting their instructor or the MSAT Program Director promptly, 

appropriate remediation will be allowed to the student. In the event there is a prolonged communicable illness, and 

the student cannot finish the required clinical experience hours or required coursework, a grade of “I” (incomplete) 

will be granted, and the student will be allowed to make-up the work in the following Fall or Spring semester. 

Further University Wide Information on Communicable disease may be accessed at:  

http://safety.louisiana.edu/Policy/seventh%20edition/Sec12%20BBP%20and%20other%20comm 

unicable%20illnesses%207th%20ed.pdf 

4.20 Inclement Weather Policy  

The UL Lafayette MSAT Program urges caution to the MSAT students and Preceptors in the event of inclement 

weather. These conditions include, but are not limited to, lightning, tornadic activity, hurricane, hail, and 

rising/moving flood waters. In the event such unsafe conditions present themselves, seek appropriate shelter 

immediately. 

In the event inclement weather forces the closure of the University, the MAT student is not required to report to 

clinical rotations until such time as the University officially re-opens. 

4.21 UL Athletics Regulations  

The following rules and regulations are excerpts taken from the UL- Lafayette Athletics Athletic Training Student 

Handbook. These policies and procedures are expected to be followed by all MSAT Program students when assigned 

to the UL- Lafayette Athletics Department for clinical experiences. 

Dress and Appearance 

Maintaining a professional appearance at all times is extremely important. 

1. Work clothes consist of UL-Lafayette issued Adidas athletic gear! 

2. Work clothes and personal grooming should be clean and neat. 

3. Your hands are your most important tools—keep them clean. Nails must be always trimmed and 

clean. 

4. Male athletic training students should maintain well-groomed facial hair. 

5. Male student athletic trainers are NOT to wear earrings while working and female student athletic 

trainers may ONLY wear earrings in their ears. Earrings should be worn in matched pairs only and 

should be small so as not to interfere with work in the training room. 

6. All tattoos should be completely covered and not visible during working hours. 

7. During working hours, you are to wear issued clothing only. Shirts should be always tucked in 

while performing duties as an UL-Lafayette athletic training student. 

i. Practice attire: UL-Lafayette issued athletic training shirt and mesh shorts 

ii. Game attire: UL-Lafayette issued game polo & shoes and khaki shorts with a belt 

8. Athletic shoes and socks are to be always worn while working. Shoelaces must be tied. 

9. Only UL-Lafayette or UL-Lafayette issued hats may be worn on the field. Hats are not to be worn 

inside the athletic complex or the cafeteria. 

10. Clothing from other schools is not permitted in the athletic training room and should not be worn 

at any other athletic department event. (Includes hats) 
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11. Do not wear any clothing belonging to the athletic department unless it is appropriate for the 

occasion and is properly checked out to you. Remember that you represent the UL-Lafayette 

Athletic Department, and it is important that you project a positive image. 

12. Student athletic trainers should dress professionally and appropriately when traveling with athletic 

teams. 

13. Dress appropriately and conduct yourself in a professional manner when going to class. 

14. All athletic training students must always wear a watch with a second hand while in the athletic 

training room or on the practice field. This is a valuable tool that you will use to monitor pulse and 

other vital signs. 

15. Women’s khaki shorts must be at least one inch past your fingertips. Khaki pants should be a 

relaxed and comfortable fit, making it possible to move around and work. Females are required to 

wear at least a 5-inch inseam in all khaki shorts. A belt must be worn any time a student athletic 

trainer wears pants that have belt loops. 

Conduct 

You are an extension of the director of athletic training and a direct reflection on the entire UL-Lafayette athletic 

department; please always remember this. Always try to be courteous and tactful when dealing with coaches and 

athletes. Do not argue with an athlete but be firm when carrying out an order from your supervisor. If you are 

having a problem with an athlete, be sure to discuss it with your supervisor. There will be no horseplay in the 

athletic training room or on the field. Student athletic trainers may not play catch or shoot baskets prior to, during, 

or after practice. NCAA rules prohibit the use of tobacco products while participating in intercollegiate athletics—

this includes athletes, athletic trainers, managers, and coaches. We will comply with this rule. Do not sit around 

while on the job. There is always something to be done; find out what needs to be taken care of and handle it. 

Never use obscene or abusive language and always keep your cool. Study materials belong at home or in the library 

and should never be utilized on the field. The use of headphones in the training room or on the practice field is not 

permitted. Always be prompt and never leave until the job is done. Never do anything that will embarrass yourself, 

your family, this program, or the university. Have fun, but always be mindful that you represent more than yourself. 

Remember this quote: 

"Anything Worth Doing Is Worth Doing Well." 

Earl of Chesterfield 

Daily Athletic Training Responsibilities 

In addition to assisting the certified athletic trainer with the prevention, assessment, and treatment of athletic 

injuries, the following are typical daily responsibilities. 

• Drain and wipe whirlpools 

• Clean tables 

• Clean taping area 

• Wash & dry towels 

• Check water levels in hydrocollator 

• Enter all treatments 

• File all paperwork 

• Organize rehab area 

• Organize doctor’s office 

• Sweep floors/vacuum 

• Take out garbage 

• Change coolers by trailers 
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Phone Etiquette 

When answering the phones in any athletic training room office please use the following: “UL Athletic Training room 

this is (Your Name). How may I help you?” If the call is for someone else and you cannot find that person write a 

clear and complete message. Include the caller’s name, phone number, date, time of call, message and initial. Place 

the message on that staff athletic trainer’s door and remind that person of the message when you see him/her. 

Golf Cart 

Use the cart for a specific purpose and not to joy ride. Drive Safely. When parking the cart for the night or taking the 

cart out of the break room – be very careful. If you do not feel comfortable parking the cart, find someone that is 

and let them take the cart in. Make sure when parking the cart for the night that you put it on the charger before 

you leave. The cart may not be the best, but it’s the only thing we have – so take pride in it. During football practice, 

the primary purpose of the cart is for transporting athletes; everything else is secondary! Ask Mr. Travis before 

moving it! 

 UL-Lafayette Athletic Training Regulations in Accordance with OSHA Standards 

It is anticipated that UL-Lafayette athletic trainers will come in contact with blood or other infectious materials while 

performing their duties. The potential for exposure not only exists in the athletic training room but also on the 

practice & competition fields. 

Potential for Exposure while performing: 

• Wound cleaning 

• Whirlpool procedures 

• Towel & equipment sanitation 

• Emergency protocols for injury situations 

• Initial evaluations 

• Care & treatment of heat illness 

• Ambulatory aid techniques 

Universal Precautions: All blood or other potentially infectious material will be considered infectious, 

regardless of the perceived status of the individual 

Engineering Controls: Using the available technology & devices to eliminate or minimize athletic trainers’ 

exposure to blood or other potentially infectious materials. Examples: Sharps containers and Splash guards 

Work Practice Controls 

Alterations in the manner in which a task is performed in an effort to reduce the likelihood of an athletic 

trainers’ exposure to blood or other potentially infectious materials. 

• Hands must be washed after removing gloves as soon as possible after contact with bodily fluids. 

• All personal protective equipment should be removed immediately or as soon as possible upon leaving 

the work area and placed in an appropriately designated container for storage, washing, 

decontamination or disposal. 

• Used needles & other sharps shall not be sheared, bent, broken, recapped or re-sheathed by hand. 

Personal Protective Equipment 

• Specialized clothing or equipment used by athletic trainers to protect themselves from direct exposure 

to blood or other potentially infectious materials. 

• UL-Lafayette Athletic Training Department shall provide appropriate personal protective equipment 
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• Surgical or examination gloves shall be replaced when visibly soiled, torn or punctured. 

Infectious Waste Disposal 

• All infectious material shall be placed in sharps containers, leak proof containers or color-coded red 

bags. 

• Disposable syringes, needles, scalpel blades and other sharp items shall be disposed of in the sharp’s 

container. 

• When handling, storing, or transporting infectious waste, gloves shall be worn, and the bags should be 

double-bagged. 

Decontamination of Spills 

• Spills of blood and other body fluids shall first be removed and then the area shall be disinfected with 

an approved disinfectant. Gloves shall be worn during clean-up and disinfecting. 

Laundry Practices 

• Laundry that is contaminated with blood or potentially infectious materials or that may contain 

contaminated needles or sharps shall be treated as if it were HIV/HBV infectious and handled as little 

as possible with minimum agitation. 

• Contaminated laundry shall be bagged at the location where it was used and shall not be sorted or 

rinsed in patient areas. 

• Contaminated laundry shall be placed and transported in bags that are labeled or colored coded and 

that prevent liquid seepage, if such a potential exists. 

Post Exposure Evaluation and Follow-Up 

• If you are exposed, you need to report the incident. 

o UL-Lafayette athletic training program will make available to the student a confidential 

medical evaluation and follow-up. 

o The staff will notify the source patient of the incident and the athletic trainer exposed and 

attempt to obtain consent to collect and test the source’s blood to determine the presence of 

HIV and/or HBV infection. 

o Follow-up of the exposed athletic trainer will include counseling, medical evaluation of any 

acute illness that occurs within twelve weeks, post- exposure and use of safe and effective 

post-exposure measures according to recommendations for standard medical practice. 

Chapter 5 Master of Science in Athletic Training Clinical Education Preceptors  

5.1 Preceptor Training  

Approved Preceptors for the UL MSAT program will need to undergo preceptor training on an annual basis. 

Preceptors will be provided with a program update and relevant materials to help them succeed as a preceptor.  

5.2 Required Documentation  

An approved preceptor for the UL MSAT program, specific documentation is needed on an annual basis. That 

documentation includes but is not limited to: 

• Current BOC Card 

• Current licensure  

• Current CPR card  
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• Clinical site policy and procedure manuals 

• Venue Specific Emergency Action Plans  

• Site specific Bloodborne Pathogen Exposure Plan  

• Floor plans of the athletic training facility  

• Therapeutic equipment table  

 

5.3 Clinical / Preceptor Site Visits  

A member of the MSAT faculty will conduct a formal site visit to all current UL clinical sites during each semester. 

This site visit allows the faculty to interact with the preceptors, students in their clinical sites, and to complete 

program documentation required by CAATE. Preceptors are encouraged to reach out to any member of the MSAT 

faculty at any time if questions or concerns arise. 
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Appendix A: UL Lafayette MSAT Policies and Procedures Manual Acknowledgement 

Form 

 
As a Master of Science in Athletic Training Student at UL Fayette, and by signing this agreement and 

returning it to the Athletic Training Faculty, I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the Policies and 

Procedures Manual, and that I hereby fully accept responsibility for hereafter knowing its contents and 

abiding by the policies described within including any updates or modifications of the Manual as they may 

be provided to me from time to time. I acknowledge and agree that I will be held to the performance 

standards commensurate with the level of athletic training knowledge that I have received. I understand 

and agree that it is my responsibility to always know my strengths and limitations and act accordingly. 

I understand that I am not to travel and perform athletic training services unless I am under direct 

supervision of a Certified Athletic Trainer who is a Preceptor associated with the UL Lafayette Master of 

Science in Athletic Training Program. I agree to always act professionally and represent the University and 

the Athletic Training Program with respect and dignity. I understand that a breach of this agreement is 

subject to disciplinary action within the MSATP and the University. It is my responsibility to seek help and 

guidance from the supervising ATC preceptor before performing duties I am not licensed to perform.  

Please read and initial each clarifying statement below. 

______I acknowledge the existence of a Blood Borne Pathogen Policy and will abide by its regulations.  

______I acknowledge the existence of the technical standards and feel I can appropriately meet them.  

______I acknowledge the existence of a communicable disease and immunization policy which I agree to 

abide by. 

______I know where to find the manual should I have questions and need to use it as a reference. 

______I acknowledge the existence of HIPPA and FERPA policies in place and will maintain confidentiality 

in all situations that fall under those policies.  

 

Student Name Printed:__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Student Signature: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Faculty Representative Signature: _________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _______________________ 
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Appendix B: UL Lafayette MSAT Technical Standards Form  

The Master of Science in Athletic Training Program at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette is a rigorous 

and intense program that places specific requirements and demands on the students enrolled in the 

program. An objective of this program is to prepare graduates to enter a variety of employment settings 

and to render care to a wide spectrum of individuals engaged in physical activity. The technical standards 

set forth by the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program establish the essential qualities considered 

necessary for students admitted to this program to achieve the knowledge, skills, and competencies of an 

entry-level athletic trainer, as well as meet the expectations of the program's accrediting agency 

(Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education [CAATE]). The following abilities and 

expectations must be met by all students admitted to the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program. 

In the event a student is unable to fulfill these technical standards, with or without reasonable 

accommodation, the student will not be admitted into the program. 

Compliance with the program's technical standards does not guarantee a student's eligibility for the BOC 

certification exam. 

Candidates for selection to the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program must demonstrate: 

1. The mental capacity to assimilate, analyze, synthesize, integrate concepts and problem solve to 

formulate assessment and therapeutic judgments and to be able to distinguish deviations from the norm. 

2. Sufficient postural and neuromuscular control, sensory function, and coordination to perform 

appropriate physical examinations using accepted techniques; and accurately, safely, and efficiently use 

equipment and materials during the assessment and treatment of patients. 

3. The ability to communicate effectively and sensitively with patients and colleagues, including 

individuals from different cultural and social backgrounds; this includes, but is not limited to, the ability to 

establish rapport with patients and communicate judgements and treatment information effectively. 

Students must be able to understand and speak the English language at a level consistent with competent 

professional practice. 

4. The ability to record the physical examination results and a treatment plan clearly and accurately. 

5. The capacity to maintain composure and continue to function well during periods of high stress. 

6. The perseverance, diligence, and commitment to complete the athletic training education program as 

outlined and sequenced. 

 7. Flexibility and the ability to adjust to changing situations and uncertainty in clinical situations. 

8. Affective skills and appropriate demeanor and rapport that relate to professional education and quality 

patient care. 

Candidates will be required to verify they understand and meet these technical standards or that they 

believe that, with certain accommodations, they can meet the standards. 

The UL Lafayette Services for Students with Disabilities Department will evaluate a student who states 

he/she could meet the program's technical standards with accommodation and confirm that the stated 

condition qualifies as a disability under applicable laws. 
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If a student states he/she can meet the technical standards with accommodation, then the University will 

determine whether it agrees that the student can meet the technical standards with reasonable 

accommodation; this includes a review a whether the accommodations requested are reasonable, taking 

into account whether accommodation would jeopardize clinician/patient safety, or the educational 

process of the student or the institution, including all coursework, clinical experiences and internships 

deemed essential to graduation. 

Please check only one of the following statements, then sign and date. I certify that I have read and 

understand the technical standards for selection listed above, and I believe to the best of my knowledge 

that: 

[ ] I meet each of these standards without accommodation. I understand that if I am unable to 

meet these standards I will not be admitted into the program. 

Student Signature_______________________________________________________Date____________ 

 

Alternative statement for students requesting accommodations. 

[ ] I can meet each of these standards with certain accommodations. I will contact the UL Lafayette 

Services for Students with Disabilities Department to determine what accommodations may be available. 

I understand that if I am unable to meet these standards with or without accommodations, I will not be 

admitted into the program. 

Student Signature_______________________________________________________Date____________ 
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Appendix C: UL Lafayette MSAT Clinical Education Code of Conduct Contract  

Purpose: to state the standards of appropriate behavior that should be followed by all athletic training 

students during clinical experiences while representing the University of Louisiana at Lafayette Athletic 

Training Program. The primary intent if this contract is to establish a high level of professionalism for 

athletic training students. 

Standard I 

All athletic training students are expected to establish a weekly clinical schedule with their Preceptor. It is 

the responsibility of the student to keep their Preceptor informed if they are not able to attend any 

previously scheduled athletic activities. This standard is intended to assure the student is viewed as 

reliable, consistent, and considerate of his or her Preceptor and the other staff involved with that clinical 

site. 

Standard II 

All athletic training students are expected to not engage in any social interactions or relationships with 

persons (i.e. a person who is directly related to athletic or educational aspects of clinical education) that 

may be interpreted as a conflict of interest or unprofessional behavior. It is the responsibility of the 

student to display ethical conduct when representing the profession of athletic training and the 

university. This standard is intended to assure the student is viewed as a pre-professional dedicated to 

upholding the integrity of clinical education. 

Standard III 

All athletic training students are expected to refrain from divulging any personal information regarding, 

athletes, other clinical students, clinical supervisors, and/or affiliated faculty and staff while completing 

clinical experiences. The purpose of a clinical rotation is to learn and engage in educational experience. It 

is imperative that all clinical students separate personal experiences from clinical experiences. Although 

the athletes are your peers you must still uphold HIPPA regulations. This standard is intended to assure 

the student is using the utmost discretion when discussing any personal and medical information during 

all educational experiences. 

I _______________________________________________, understand and agree to abide by the above 

mentioned standards in regards to all clinical educational experiences. I understand if I violate any of the 

above mentioned standards I will be subject to disciplinary action outline in the program student policy 

and procedures manual. 
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Appendix D. Guidelines for Clinical/Field Experience Form 

The following guidelines delineate the role of an athletic training student. As a student in the UL 

Lafayette MSAT Program, you are expected to conduct yourself in accordance with these 

guidelines during any clinical experience. 

The following guidelines delineate the role of a Master of Science in Athletic Training student. As 

a student in the UL Lafayette MSAT Program, you are expected to conduct yourself in 

accordance with these guidelines during any clinical experience. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Direct Supervision (Clinical Experience): Direct Supervision is defined as the constant visual and 

auditory interaction between athletic training student and Preceptor when a specific clinical skill 

or proficiency is being evaluated for course credit 

Supervision (Field Experience): Supervision is defined as a clinical experience that involves daily 

personal/verbal at the setting between the athletic training student and Preceptor, ATC, LAT, or 

other supervising allied health care professional.  

Unsupervised (First Responder): Any clinical experience in which the ATS is acting without the 

presence of a Preceptor, ATC, LAT, or other allied health care professional 

SUPERVISED EXPERIENCES: 

Acceptable Services: A Master of Science in Athletic Training student acting under the 

supervision of a Preceptor, ATC, LAT or other allied health care professional may: 

• Provide all athletic training services that have been presented within a previous or 

concurrent academic course and/or successfully evaluated in “Competencies in Athletic 

Training” for proficiency 

• Write progress notes recording actions of care 

UNSUPERVISED EXPERIENCES: 

Acceptable Services: The role of a Master of Science in Athletic Training student acting without 

the supervision of a Preceptor, ATC, LAT or other allied healthcare professional is limited to that 

of the skills of a First Aider/First Responder, including: 

1. Application of all first-aid skills for the treatment of acute injuries including. 

• RICE 

• Blister/wound care 

• Wrapping (Use of elastic wraps to prevent injury and control swelling) 

• Application of all CPR related skills 

First Aid skill occur on the students own time while not overseen by a program affiliated 

preceptor. Actions of a first aid skill fall under the Good Samaritan law. Actions that a ATD 
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completes while acting as a first aider are not covered under the student liability insurance 

provided by UL.  

Unacceptable Services: 

An athletic training student may not provide any service that is not identified in the “Acceptable 

Services” section of the guidelines for clinical experience without prior written/verbal 

instruction, consent, and/or guidance by the supervising Preceptor, ATC, LAT or other allied 

healthcare professional. This includes, but is not limited to the following: 

• Initiate, change, or progress a rehabilitation plan 

• Conduct a full, new evaluation of an injury 
 

I have read and understood the guidelines for clinical experience and field experience. 

  

Student signature:____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date:___________________________________________________  
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Appendix E: Vaccination Documentation form  

 

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TB Skin Testing:  

Date of most recent TB test:___________________________ 

Result of Test: (circle one) Positive  Negative  

 

COVID-19 Vaccination  

Date of 1st vaccination:_______________________________ 

Date of 2nd vaccination: _______________________________ 

Proof of vaccination: please provide a copy of your COVID vaccination card 

 

Tetanus Immunization: 

Date of Immunization_______________________________ 

 

Rubella Immunization: 

Date of Immunization_______________________________ 

 

Measles Immunization: 

Date of Immunization_______________________________ 

 

Mumps  Immunization: 

Date of Immunization_______________________________ 
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Appendix F: Hepatitis B Verification form  

During my Athletic Training Clinical experiences at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette (and related 

off-campus clinical sites), I acknowledge and understand that I may be exposed to blood, blood-borne 

pathogens, and other potentially infectious materials. I understand that this exposure may put me at risk 

for acquiring the Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection. I understand that there is a Hepatitis B vaccination 

series available at the health department or from my primary care physician. I understand and 

acknowledge that it is my responsibility to obtain and pay for the vaccination series if I chose to do so. I 

further acknowledge by my signature and by checking the options below that I have read and understand 

the Hepatitis B Fact Sheet. 

Please select one: 

_______ 1. I have read the Hepatitis B fact sheet and in deciding not to obtain the Hepatitis B vaccination 

series, I understand that I may be at risk for acquiring the Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection, which is a 

serious disease. I understand that above information and decline to obtain the Hepatitis B series.  

 

_______ 2. I have read the Hepatitis B Fact Sheet and I have received my initial or second Hepatitis B 

vaccination. Documentation from my primary care physician can be provide upon request with 

vaccination dates.  

 

______ 3. I have read the Hepatitis B fact sheet and I have received the entire Hepatitis B Vaccination 

series prior to beginning the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program at the University of Louisiana 

at Lafayette. Documentation from my primary care physician can be provide upon request with 

vaccination dates.  

 

Student Signature:____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date:______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix G: PARQ Healthy Screening form  
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Appendix H: Learning Contract  

 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette Master of Science in Athletic Training Program  

Clinical Education – Learning Contract  

Student Name:________________________________________________________________________ 

Preceptor Name:_______________________________________________________________________ 

Clinical Site Location:______________________  Fall / Spring  Year:______________________ 

 

 

To be completed by the student: Goals can include professional development, clinical skill opportunities, 

exposure to specific modalities or therapy techniques, or evaluation opportunities.  

Initial Goals for the semester 

 

1. 

 

 

2. 

 

 

3. 

 

Clinical Site Orientation: Students are encouraged to meet with their assigned preceptor to discuss the 

following items: 

 Schedule  

 Dress code  

 Student’s class schedule  

 Travel opportunities  

 Parking permits (if needed)  

 Site specific policies and procedures  
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Appendix I: Mid-Season Evaluation 

Mid-Semester Evaluation: (Please Circle One) 

Can create/modify a rehabilitation treatment program 
for athletes 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Can correctly identify general medical conditions and 
refer appropriately 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Understands and applies organizational skills (budget, 
inventory, time management) 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Appropriate knowledge of pharmacology medications 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Completed 5 evaluations and documented 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Initiative (Frequency of prompting/Takes the lead) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Organization (Proficiencies/Evals/Time Sheets/Etc) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Communication Skills (to Preceptor/Athlete/Coach) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Professional (Demeanor/Punctual/Attitude/Dress) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Overall Ability 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

 

Student Signature: ______________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

Preceptor Signature: ___________________________________  Date: __________________ 

 

Mid-Semester Evaluation of Goals: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____  _________________________         ________________          _____________________ 
Student Name (Print)     Course   Preceptor Name 
 
 
___________________                  _  __________________ _  ______________________ 
Rotation/Sport          Beginning Date             Evaluation Date 
 

 

Rating Scale: 
5 = Excellent  4 = Good 3 = Adequate          2 = Needs Improvement  
1 = Poor 0 = Unacceptable  N/A = Not applicable at this time 
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Appendix J: Final Evaluation (Preceptor of Student) 

 

Final Evaluation: (Please Circle One) 
Can create/modify a rehabilitation treatment program for 
athletes 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Can correctly identify general medical conditions and refer 
appropriately 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Understands and applies organizational skills (budget, 
inventory, time management) 

5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Appropriate knowledge of pharmacology medications 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Completed 5 evaluations and documented 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Initiative (Frequency of prompting/Takes the lead) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Organization (Proficiencies/Evals/Time Sheets/Etc) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Communication Skills (to Preceptor/Athlete/Coach) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Professional (Demeanor/Punctual/Attitude/Dress) 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

Overall Ability 5 4 3 2 1 0 N/A 

 
Student Signature: ________________________________________  Date: __________________ 
 
Preceptor Signature: _____________________________________  Date: __________________ 
 
 
Final Evaluation of Goals: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Final Preceptor Comments: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Rating Scale: 
5 = Excellent  4 = Good 3 = Adequate          2 = Needs Improvement  
1 = Poor 0 = Unacceptable  N/A = Not applicable at this time 
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Appendix K: Clinical Site Evaluation  

EVALUATION OF CLINICAL SITE FORM 

SITE:______________________________________________________________ 

Answer the following questions about your experiences at your assigned clinical site to the best of your ability. 

Please use the following rating scale: 1=poor/never          2=needs improvement/seldom                

3=adequate/sometimes 4= good/often         5=excellent/always. 

 

1. The initial overview of the clinical site policies/procedures. 

2. Equipment/supplies adequate to meet athlete’s needs. 

3. Utilization of proper OSHA protocol for blood and other biohazardous material. 

4. The environment allowed for adequate opportunities to communicate with my Preceptor. 

5. This clinical site provides for a positive learning environment. 

6. This clinical site allowed me to utilize/practice the skills I’ve learned. 

7. This clinical site allowed me to receive a variety of experiences with different sports. 

8. This clinical site allowed me to receive a variety of experiences with both genders. 

9. I interacted with enough patients at this clinical site to positively impact my learning. 

10. I was left unsupervised to provide supervision, treatment, evaluation, rehabilitation of 

athlete’s/patients. 

11. Based on your opinion of an “Ideal” clinical education site, how would you rate this clinical education 

site? 

12. Should the Athletic Training Program continue to utilize this clinical site? 

13. In your own words, please describe the strengths of this clinical site: 

14.In your own words, please constructively describe the areas of improvement of this clinical site: 
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Appendix L: Preceptor Evaluation 

PRECEPTOR:___________________________ 

Answer the following questions about your experiences at your Preceptor to the best of your ability. Please use the 

following rating scale: 

1=poor/never                    2=needs improvement/seldom               3=adequate/sometimes 

4= good/often                   5=excellent/always. 

1. Adequate delineation of my role and responsibilities. 
  

2. Communicated knowledge effectively and in an organized manner. 
 

3. Gave you to opportunity to practice skills. 
  

4. Gave suggestions on how to improve your weaknesses. 
 

5. Gave positive feedback about your strengths. 
 

6. Demonstrates respect towards students. 
 

7. Encourages student input and ideas concerning assessment and treatment plans. 
 

8. Shows concern and/or interest in my learning. 
 

9. Has a basic understanding of my educational background and needs. 
 

10. Successfully combines academic knowledge with clinical practice, to enhance the learning. 
 

11. Projected a professional attitude, demeanor, and appearance. 
 

12. Encouraged you to project a professional attitude and demeanor. 
 

13. What is your overall rating of this Preceptor’s supervisory ability?  
 

14. In your own words, please describe the strengths of your Preceptor: 
 

15. In your own words, please constructively describe the areas in which your Preceptor could improve: 
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Appendix M: Incident Document Form  

Preceptor (Please Print):  __ ATS :    
 
 

Incident Information 

Date/Time/Location:  

Description:     

 

 
 

Have you already verbally warned this student about his/her behavior? Yes No 

Have you already completed an incident documentation form for the ATS? Yes No 

Was this incident in violation of a site policy or procedure? Yes No 

If yes, specify which policy or procedure      

 
 

Action Taken 

What action was taken by the Preceptor?    

 

 

Will this incident require a future disciplinary action from the AT committee? Yes No 

Did the ATS offer any explanation for the conduct?  If so, what was it?    

 

 

What corrective action needs to be taken by the ATS to rectify this issue?    

 

 
 
 

By signing the form below, I am acknowledging if have discussed the incident with my 

Preceptor. 

  /_________ 
Signature of ATS Date 

 

To be completed by the Clinical Education Coordinator  

Violation of an MSAT program P&P Manual? Yes    No  Specific Policy:_________________________ 

Signature:___________________________________________________________ Date___________  
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Appendix N: Pre-Requisite Courses  

Pre-Requisite Courses Credit Hours UL Equivalents 

First Aid & CPR (if the applicant 
does not possess current 
certifications) 

4 credits  HLTH 100 & 101 

Fundamentals of Biology I with 
lab 

8 credits  Biology 110 & 112 

Survey of Human Anatomy and 
Physiology I & II with labs 

3 credits  BIOL 220 & 221, BIOL 318 

General Chemistry 3 credits CHEM 107 

General Physics 3 credits PHYS 207 

Elementary Statistics 3 credits STAT 214 or KNES 400 

Introduction to Psychology or 
Sports Psychology 

3 credits PSYC 110 or KNES 443 

Medical Terminology 3 credits HIM 361 

Basic Human Nutrition or Sports 
Nutrition 

3 credits DIET 200 or HLTH 405 

Exercise Physiology 3 credits KNES 303 

Biomechanics or Structural 
Kinesiology 

3 credits KNES 415 or KNES 320 
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Appendix O: NATA Code of Ethics 

Preamble: The National Athletic Trainers’ Association Code of Ethics states the principles of ethical 

behavior that should be followed in the practice of athletic training. It is intended to establish and 

maintain high standards and professionalism for the athletic training profession. The principles do not 

cover every situation encountered by the practicing athletic trainer, but are representative of the spirit 

with which athletic trainers should make decisions. The principles are written generally; the 

circumstances of a situation will determine the interpretation and application of a given principle and of 

the Code as a whole. When a conflict exists between the Code and the law, the law prevails. 

1. MEMBERS SHALL PRACTICE WITH COMPASSION, RESPECTING THE RIGHTS, WELL-BEING, AND DIGNITY 

OF OTHERS 

1.1 Members shall render quality patient care regardless of the patient’s race, religion, age, sex, ethnic or 

national origin, disability, health status, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, or gender identity. 

1.2. Member’s duty to the patient is the first concern, and therefore members are obligated to place the 

well-being and long-term well-being of their patient above other groups and their own self-interest, to 

provide competent care in all decisions, and advocate for the best medical interest and safety of their 

patient at all times as delineated by professional statements and best practices. 

1.3. Members shall preserve the confidentiality of privileged information and shall not release or 

otherwise publish in any form, including social media, such information to a third party not involved in 

the patient’s care without a release unless required by law. 

2. MEMBERS SHALL COMPLY WITH THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE PRACTICE OF 

ATHLETIC TRAINING, NATIONAL ATHLETIC TRAINERS’ ASSOCIATION (NATA) MEMBERSHIP STANDARDS, 

AND THE NATA CODE OF ETHICS 

2.1. Members shall comply with applicable local, state, federal laws, and any state athletic training 

practice acts. 

2.2. Members shall understand and uphold all NATA Standards and the Code of Ethics. 

2.3. Members shall refrain from, and report illegal or unethical practices related to athletic training. 

2.4. Members shall cooperate in ethics investigations by the NATA, state professional licensing/regulatory 

boards, or other professional agencies governing the athletic training profession. Failure to fully 

cooperate in an ethics investigation is an ethical violation. 

2.5. Members must not file, or encourage others to file, a frivolous ethics complaint with any organization 

or entity governing the athletic training profession such that the complaint is unfounded or willfully 

ignore facts that would disprove the allegation(s) in the complaint. 

2.6. Members shall refrain from substance and alcohol abuse. For any member involved in an ethics 

proceeding with NATA and who, as part of that proceeding is seeking rehabilitation for substance or 

alcohol dependency, documentation of the completion of rehabilitation must be provided to the NATA 

Committee on Professional Ethics as a requisite to complete a NATA membership reinstatement or 

suspension process.    
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3. MEMBERS SHALL MAINTAIN AND PROMOTE HIGH STANDARDS IN THEIR PROVISION OF SERVICES 

3.1. Members shall not misrepresent, either directly or indirectly, their skills, training, professional 

credentials, identity, or services. 

3.2. Members shall provide only those services for which they are qualified through education or 

experience, and which are allowed by the applicable state athletic training practice acts and other 

applicable regulations for athletic trainers. 

3.3. Members shall provide services, make referrals, and seek compensation only for those services that 

are necessary and are in the best interest of the patient as delineated by professional statements and 

best practices. 

3.4. Members shall recognize the need for continuing education and participate in educational activities 

that enhance their skills and knowledge and shall complete such educational requirements necessary to 

continue to qualify as athletic trainers under the applicable state athletic training practice acts. 

3.5. Members shall educate those whom they supervise in the practice of athletic training about the Code 

of Ethics and stress the importance of adherence. 

3.6. Members who are researchers or educators must maintain and promote ethical conduct in research 

and educational activities. 

4. MEMBERS SHALL NOT ENGAGE IN CONDUCT THAT COULD BE CONSTRUED AS A CONFLICT OF 

INTEREST, REFLECTS NEGATIVELY ON THE ATHLETIC TRAINING PROFESSION, OR JEOPARDIZES A 

PATIENT’S HEALTH AND WELL-BEING. 

4.1. Members should conduct themselves personally and professionally in a manner that does not 

compromise their professional responsibilities or the practice of athletic training. 

4.2. All NATA members, whether current or past, shall not use the NATA logo or AT logo in the 

endorsement of products or services, or exploit their affiliation with the NATA in a manner that reflects 

badly upon the profession. 

4.3. Members shall not place financial gain above the patient’s well-being and shall not participate in any 

arrangement that exploits the patient. 

4.4. Members shall not, through direct or indirect means, use information obtained in the course of the 

practice of athletic training to try and influence the score or outcome of an athletic event, or attempt to 

induce financial gain through gambling. 

4.5. Members shall not provide or publish false or misleading information, photography, or any other 

communications in any media format, including on any social media platform, related to athletic training 

that negatively reflects the profession, other members of the NATA, NATA officers, and the NATA office.
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Appendix P:  Louisiana Athletic Training Law   
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Appendix Q: Clinical Integration Scenario - Foot/Ankle 
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Appendix R: Clinical Integration Scenario – Hip/Thigh/Knee 
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Appendix S: Clinical Integration Scenario – Taping 
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Appendix T: Clinical Integration Scenario – Modalities  

 


